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During the administration of President Peter Diamandopoulos (1985- 1997), 
Adelphi University elicited considerable national attention. When faculty 
opposition to Diamandopoulos prompted the New York State Board of Regents 
to investigate reports of trustee and presidential malfeasance, the peculiar cir- 
cumstances at the Long Island institution became unprecedented matters of 
public scrutiny, drawing reporters from national, as well as local, media, and 
from publications dealing with higher education. Evidence before the Regents 
indicated exorbitant self-aggrandizement, extensive violations of non-profit 
and board procedures, and of ethical norms in education, leading the state body 
to remove the trustees in early 1997.* 

While the Regents' hearings and concurrent reporting publicly revealed the 
mercurial personality of Diamandopoulos, the coverage tended to obscure 
political factors, which facilitated and rationalized the operations of the presi- 
dent and his associates among the trustees. The following article will present 
an analysis of these dimensions in particular, giving relevant attention to, while 
leaving aside a fuller exposition of, the removal process. 

The president was a political animal, and not only in the customary sense 
of campus maneuvering, but one with clearly right-wing proclivities, notwith- 
standing his stated pursuit of an expansive "liberal learning." Despite the evi- 
dence of malfeasance, he attracted support from important organizations, 
national leaders, editorial boards, and foundations opposed to multiculturalism, 
campus unions, and the values of the 1960s perceived to be embodied within. 
However possessed (as the Regents hearings showed) of an overripe self- 
esteem, he was never abstractly opportunistic, but steered consistently right- 
ward. Diamandopoulos came to represent those who favored the approach to 
"liberal learning" based on the "core" principles and thinkers in the Western 
academy, with a Eurocentric emphasis in disciplines within the humanities and 
social sciences. He supported rigid hierarchy in academic life and administra- 
tion, which he upheld as the standard modus operandi before Adelphi faculty. 
An4  in the acquisitive ethos according to which he lived, and to which he tes- 
tified before the Board of Regents, he proclaimed the justice of wealth accu- 
mulation, so often exalted (as Thorsten Veblen demonstrated so long ago) by 
the very pr i~i leged.~ 

Association with hard-line figures on the right gave Diamandopoulos a 
certain base, and a rationale to contend that his struggle with faculty and other 
opponents had nothing to do with the widely rumored and subsequently con- 
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firmed improprieties. He could and did claim that the effort to unseat him and 
the board actually involved a recalcitrant faculty's prejudice against his tradi- 
tion-rooted but far-sighted, curricular reforms and steps to reduce union influ- 
ence. Leading protagonists of Diamandopoulos' views delivered keynotes at 
commencement exercises: Robert Bork, the rejected Supreme Court nominee; 
Dick Cheney, the former Secretary of Defense and future vice-president; 
William F. Buckley, the editor of The National Review; and Conor Cruise 
O'Brien, the Irish nationalist whose views shifted right. Both Cheney (1992) 
and Buckley (1995) devoted their addresses to the need for continued vigilance 
against the threat of c o m m ~ n i s m . ~  

Hence, Diamandopoulos could contend that he and the board were man- 
ning the barricades against empowered faculty liberalism, alongside those who 
were waging the national battle to restore the purity of higher education. But at 
Adelphi, the trend toward neo-conservatism, which featured the presence of 
emphatically rightwing ideologues, the hiring of faculty sponsored by neo-con- 
servative thinktanks, the advent of similarly inclined figures in the administra- 
tion, and the appointment of articulate theorists like William E. Simon and 
John Silber as Adelphi trustees, was accompanied by an ever-growing disregard 
for norms of the academy. Nor did Diamandopoulos' supporters fail to defend 
his conduct. 

The literature on neo-conservatism suggests that its protagonists share a 
conviction that since the 1960s a "New Class" has held sway in broad areas of 
American decision-making (including higher education), a group derived from 
"intellectuals, countercultural youth and black power militants," whose "egali- 
tarian" influence (according to William E. Simon, whose affinity for the neo- 
conservative ethos grew over the years) has been ironically abetted by cowed 
members of the business elite, as well as by other authorities. Other common 
principles, writes Peter Steinfels, include strident anti-communism, bitterly 
inspired in part by the former liberal and leftist affiliations of many adherents, 
trust in "the market" as the objective producer of social success (akin to the lib- 
ertarian theories of Friedrich Hayek and Ayn Rand), and strong advocacy of the 
superiority of Western Civili~ation.~ 

It is comnion for adherents to claim that they support "liberal learning" 
and represent a purer liberalism, and to cite past support of civil rights and civil 
liberties to prove the point, as does John Silber. It is held that authentic liberal- 
ism, founded in a belief in gcnuine freedom, has in fact been thoroughly 
betrayed by today's leftists and prported liberals. The latter, it is believed, have 
"quite taken over the establish~nents of high culture, and most especially the 
universities." Indeed, neo-consc:-vatives charge that modern academics commit 
the gravest offense by welcom~;;: the subjective curricular whims of feminists 
and black naticnalists, restricting -!-.e freedom of others to teach and think tra- 
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ditionally. Ironically, neo-conservatives espousing freedom would deny a place 
in the academy for ethnic and women's studies. Gary Dorrien notes that in their 
prodigious efforts to build a host of magazines and organizations in resistance 
to the alleged status quo, neo-conservatives have tended to antagonize more tra- 
ditional conservatives, who have resented the power-flexing, "intrigue," and 
enviable scale of organization and funding involved in neo-conservative policy 
aspirations. Nor do the journals of neo-conservatism, such as Hilton Kramer's 
New Criterion, open their pages freely to conservatives whose cultural outlook 
differs from their own. Despite the complaints of important "paleoconserva- 
tives," many of the newer variety had achieved prominence in the educational, 
defense, and foreign policy realms of the Reagan Administration by the time 
Peter Diamandopoulos became president of A d e l ~ h i . ~  

Former Treasury Secretary William E. Simon joined the Adelphi board of 
trustees in the fall of 1989, on the fourth anniversary of Diamandopoulos' 
assumption of the presidency. At virtually the same time, the board recruited 
Boston University president, John Silber. Their appointments came in the 
immediate aftermath of the first serious crisis under Diamandopoulos.' 

During the previous winter, a bitter strike for union recognition had been 
conducted by clerical workers in Local 153 of the Office and Professional 
Employees International Union, who by all accounts were miserably paid. The 
president, reported the The Delphiun, adopted an "aristocratic" attitude to the 
predominantly female strikers, viewing them "as housewives who shouldn't 
even be here." In a meeting with students, Diamandopoulos reflected nostalgi- 
cally back to the days when secretaries took whatever jobs and pay were avail- 
able, "and felt grateful to have theirjobs. Five-eight-ten years later, when things 
seem a little better, they want a little bit of the action." The contention of the 
strike, and the sharp criticisms of his stance, gladdened him: "Nothing excites 
me more, flatters me more, nothing makes me prouder, than to create situations 
for arguments, discussions, debates, to the dialectic of this issue rather than that 
i s s ~ e . " ~  

Six weeks passed before the university recognized the union, to the regret 
of the reluctant president: "how I have to find the money somewhere." He 
added: "I remain negative about strikes as an influence on collective bargain- 
ing." In the meantime, at a mceting chaired by Diamandopoulos, the faculty 
adopted a motion to dismiss the president: he walked out. In sending the motion 
to the Board of Trustees, the faculty declared "that there is an urgent and wide- 
spread management crisis at Adelphi University." The president and other offi- 
cers had evidenced "a total lack of rcspect, and even contempt for all members 
of the university - students, faculty, and staff." The student government passed 
a similar resolution. In a preview of what was to come six years later, the board 
supported the president, and refused to meet with faculty rcprescntatives. 
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Board member Hilton Kramer, the former New York Times cultural critic and a 
partisan of neo-conservative politics, stated: "No other response is called for." 
Two months after the faculty motion, the trustees reiterated "unequivocal sup- 
port" for Diamandopoulos, emphasizing ultimate authority in warning profes- 
sors to "cease and dcsist from further unsolicited representations to the b ~ a r d . " ~  

Emboldened by trustee support, Diamandopoulos began the Fall 1989 
semester with the announcement of five administrative appointments, without 
faculty searches or approval. Historian Armstrong Starkey averred that the 
president had broken shared govcrnance rules "in a massive and unprecedent- 
ed way." The appointments stuck nevertheless. It was then that the Board of 
Trustees added William E. Simon and John Silber to its ranks.1° 

Silber, who resembled Diamandopoulos in style and approach, had domi- 
nated the president's inauguration ceremony, and was a known figure in higher 
education: his keynote address had attacked the "drift" consequent to the 
1960s, wherein "the authority of traditional cultural forms" had weakened, and 
"cherished beliefs about the nature of individuals, groups, and nations were 
abandoned." Among his accomplishments had been the decertification of the 
Boston University faculty union (a chapter of the American Association of 
University Professors), on the grounds that faculty could not have both mana- 
gerial and adversarial relationships with university administration. The latter 
view, epitomized in the narrow 1980 Supreme Court majority decision in 
National Labor Relations Board v. Yeshiva University, would penetrate the rela- 
tionship between Adelphi's faculty and trustees, for Diamandopoulos and 
trustee Silber became bitter exponents of the Court's opinion. (Unions at sev- 
eral private universities pressed forward nonetheless, for as Justice William 
Brennan pointed out in dissent, higher education had become as much a "big 
business" as "any large industrial organization," confronting faculty with 
"budgetary cutbacks, declining enrollments, reductions in faculty appoint- 
ments, curtailment of academic programs" and other factors leading to "the 
erosion of the faculty's role in the institution's decision-making process.")'l 

Simon's reputation had been made in a larger arena, with broader signifi- 
cance in government, policy-making, business, and Catholic institutions; hence 
his importance to the board would transcend that of any other member. Simon, 
who was awarded the university's "Integrity in American Leadership 
President's Award" amidst the tensions of the previous spring, had emerged 
during the administration of Richard Nixon as a leading figure in American 
energy and economic policy.12 

His wealth at the moment of his appointment to Adelphi's Board of 
Trustees was assumed to be in the neighborhood of $300 million. Simon was 
heavily involved in a number of banking ventures and in corporate mergers. An 
extraordinarily eloquent man, perhaps more so than the articulate Silber, Simon 
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was fearless in presentation of his views and policies: an obituary used such 
phrases as "aggressive," "quick-tempered," "outspoken," and "thick-skinned" 
to describe him. In fact, he was the ideal choice to join the Adelphi board in the 
fall of 1989." 

Simon, whose "blunt style and willingness to talk publicly of his views" 
earned him the sobriquet "William the Terrible" in the Nixon and Ford admin- 
istrations, became something of an evangelist for a notably uncritical way of 
seeing the free enterprise system during his association with Adelphi. To 
Simon, capitalism had imbued America "with the greatest prosperity, the high- 
est standard of living, and, most important, the greatest individual freedom ever 
known to man." The ethics of free enterprise, he felt, were at the core of 
Western Civilization. The blunt Simon reserved his sharpest comment for busi- 
ness leaders who helped support liberal, environmental, and other groups 
which criticized certain or many aspects of capitalism. Such businessmen "long 
to be viewed as 'progressive' and 'socially responsible,' no matter to what asi- 
nine end this leads them. They are in mortal terror of being branded 'conser- 
vative' or 'rapacious' or 'insensitive' or 'exploiters,' and of losing seats at the 
annual dinners of organizations dedicated to their destruction." Instead, busi- 
nessmen should never stop proclaiming the philosophy and ideal of free enter- 
prise.14 

In much the same manner as John Silber, William E. Simon felt that "intel- 
lectual and moral bankruptcy" afflicted American higher education, "a wider 
sickness that is infecting institutions of higher learning across the country." 
Foremost among the symptoms were "hostility toward Western civilization, the 
contempt for donors and standards of honesty in dealing with them, [and the] 
practice of invoking the sacred cow of academic freedom as a cover for 
hypocrisy and irre~ponsibility."'~ 

Accordingly, Simon devoted a great measure of his work in the John M. 
Olin and William E. Simon Foundations to reversing the educational trend he 
disdained. The Olin Foundation, which he headed from 1977 until his death in 
2000, became a particularly active player on the college circuit, funding pro- 
grams and professors (called Olin Scholars) in line with neo-conservative 
tastes. The Olin Foundation was by no means the only funding group of the 
hard right to emerge prominently in the 1980s: there were also the Scaife 
Family Foundations, the Bradley Foundations, the Coors Foundation, and the 
Smith Richardson Foundation, among others, sustaining and creating a broad 
network of thinktanks in their own right. Scaife funds, for example, poured into 
the Hoover Institution, the Reason Foundation, the American Enterprise 
Institute, the Heritage Foundation, the Cato Institute, the Foundation for 
Economic Education, the Manhattan Institute, and the National Association of 
Scholars. "(T)here came into being a network of conservative foundations that 
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had no parallel in the liberal camp," sharing the mission of "promoting laissez- 
faire economic policies," notes a student of the phenomenon. But the Olin 
Foundation pinpo~nted the funding of university programs.16 

The recipients of Olin funding during the years of Simon's stewardship 
read like a Who's Who of the nation's most influential neo-conservative pro- 
tagonists and policy-shapers: Robert Bork (who was Olin Scholar in Legal 
Studies at the American Enterprise Institute when he addressed Adelphi com- 
mencement in 1990), Dinesh D'Souza, Abigail and Stephan Thernstrom, Allan 
Bloom, Irving Kristol, Samuel Huntington, and Charles Murray (The Bell 
Curve). Other beneficiaries, among hundreds, have included influential think- 
tanks, generally ultra-conservative: the Hudson Institute (from which Adelphi 
interim provost Mark Blitz emerged, toward the end of the Diamandopoulos 
period), the Manhattan Institute, the Heritage Foundation, the National 
Association of Scholars, the Cato Institute, the American Enterprise Institute, 
the Council on Foreign Relations, the National Right to Work Legal Defense 
Foundation, and the Historical Society. Crossbreeding between the Olin and 
Scaife foundations is evident. Another Olin recipient, the American Academy 
for Liberal Education, enunciates an essentially back-to-the classics standard 
(highlighted by Western Civilization) for college accreditation: its president, 
Jeffrey D. Wallin, was formerly Special Assistant to Diamandopoulos. Earlier, 
the Olin Foundation provided seed money to future Adelphi trustee Hilton 
Kramer for the New Criterion in 1982." 

Representatives of such groups wear many hats, interact in the normal 
course of promoting views and exchanging views, and crossed paths at diverse 
venues in the 1980s and 1990s, Adelphi included. The Manhattan Institute, for 
example, is a veritable neo-conservative intersection, providing its podium to 
Hilton Kramer, the Hoover Institution's Thomas Sowell, the Fordham 
Foundation's (and Olin Fellow) Chester Finn, Commentary's (and Hudson 
Institute Fellow) Norman Podhoretz, and the columnist (and Diamandopoulos- 
era Adelphi speaker) Stanley Crouch, among others.18 

William E. Simon began several lecture series, some under the direct aegis 
of the Olin Foundation, at dozens of campuses. Series were variously titled 
"Olin Lectures" or "William E. Simon Lectures," the latter with the occasion- 
al coda "in American Civilization and Values." Simon himself initiated the 
Olin/Simon lecture tradition at Adelphi by addressing the campus on the topic 
of Christopher Columbus in 1992. This was the first local manifestation of the 
national series in American Civilization and Values. Peter Diamandopoulos 
gave the introduction, emphasizing that the Simon lecture series will ''reaffirm 
[America's] unique greatness and historic mission." By its own experience, 
noted the president, Adelphi would show other universities how to "deal with 
national and global problems in the American way, the William E. Simon way, 
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the Columbus way." Simon reiterated that the point of the series was to feature 
speakers "who exemplify a commitment to the principles which have given this 
nation the greatest individual freedom ever known to man." Striking was his 
reference to Diamandopoulos, who had carried out "courageous acts in a tide 
of antagonism ... and outright hostility from some members of the Adelphi 
Faculty." It was akin to the plight of Christopher Columbus and his legacy, now 
"under siege" from those with "politically correct agendas," as if the man were 
"a villain, [a] sea-going Genghis Khan," Simon commented. Now, he added, it 
is common to "attack everything [Americans] were brought up to revere," and 
thus Columbus has been covered by a "shadow of cruelty, atrocity, and dis- 
ease." Simon reminded the audience of Columbus' true greatness: he was a 
man of "deep faith" whose "entrepreneurial skills" had promoted "a revolution 
in human thought." Thereafter, America - the United States - had become the 
model for "a new global culture," "a leader in education," "a nation of doers," 
all examples of leadership whose renunciation Simon adamantly opposed. In 
all, Simon combined characteristic positions of neo-conservatives in higher 
education: an assumption that nefarious powers and principles had prevailed; a 
reaffirmation of the primacy of Western civilization (including historical 
notions widely considered superficial); a profession of "faith;" and a strong 
reiteration of the values of free enterprise.19 

Afterwards, Adelphi had its share of Olin and Simon lecturers, several of 
whom were also "Olin scholars" teaching at the university. David Gress, of the 
Hoover Institution and Adelphi, spoke on "Tocqueville: Prognosis for 
Democracy and the American Prospect" in 1995, two weeks after another 
Tocqueville-themed talk by former Dan Quayle assistant Carnes Lord. Ronald 
Radosh, the former radical historian turned quite conservative, gave an Olin 
lecture during the same year on "Black Power, White Liberalism, and the 
Transformation of Democratic  politic^."^^ 

Heavy hitters came in for the William E. Simon Lectures in American 
Civilization and Values. William F. Buckley addressed the Adelphi community 
in the fall of 1993 on "Reflections on Current Contentions in America." Provost 
Igor Webb, apparently referring to the national circuit of Simon lectures, jok- 
ingly declared by way of introduction that this was "the lecture series that 
caused the fall of communism." Buckley spoke at length on individualism and 
the rights of individuals. At the bottom of America's social problems were ille- 
gitimate births, a spur to greater crime, poverty, and joblessness. A "reaffirma- 
tion of marriage," he said, would help to reverse that trend. Irving Kristol's lec- 
ture a year later on "American Values and the Welfare State" followed similar 
logic. The new provost, Mark Blitz, a product of the neo-conservative Hudson 
Institute, introduced the veteran editor. Kristol lamented the decline of individ- 
ual initiative: he called for the abolition of welfare, urging the poor to work as 
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hard as immigrants from Greece, Portugal, and Russia had done. Society badly 
needed a stable set of values: "The world of today has stolen from us our 
churches," and consequently "individuals lack the knowledge and guidance to 
live decent lives."" 

Although Simon was the most well connected Adelphi trustee, his many 
commitments made him the one with the least time to spend on university con- 
cerns. Accordingly, he stepped down from active board membership only a year 
after becoming a trustee. The Adelphi board gave him "honorary" board mem- 
bership in 1991. His strong impact was felt nevertheless over the next six years, 
as he visited the campus regularly. But it was through the Olin Foundation that 
Simon exercised the most influence at A d e l p h ~ . ~ ~  

Under William E. Simon, the Olin Foundation commonly allocated grants 
to universities and programs within them, to hire professors and subsidize 
research. Thus, the foundation helped establish the John M. Olin Program in 
Law and Economics at both Cornell and Columbia University Law Schools. 
Adelphi University became a significant beneficiary as well. From the early to 
mid-1990s, the university acquired a group of specially supported Olin 
Scholars, who remained for a specified period. The coming of the Olin profes- 
sors, coincided with the burgeoning of Adelphi's core curriculum. Though 
oftcn re-shaped, the curriculum was originally conceived as a formula to revive 
classical training as in universities long ago, prior to momentous changes in 
education and knowledge during the mid and late 20"' century. That goal, 
though in fact never realized, would clearly have caught the attention and sup- 
port of Simon, producing Olin funds and Olin professors. Olin grants stipulat- 
e d  and the Adelphi board clearly understood, that such faculty would teach in 
the core curriculum.23 

A survey of the Olin professors at Adelphi suggests that a number were 
tied to influential institutions, in and out of government. Nicholas X. 
Rizopoulos, for example, was Director of Studies for the Council of Foreign 
Relations from 1989 to 1994: the Council has long been prominent in shaping 
foreign policy, and was also the recipient of Olin grants.24 

Further to the right, Carnes Lord also brought substantial foreign policy 
experience, and a marked Cold War outlook, to his Olin professorship at 
Adelphi. As a former advisor to Vice-President Dan Quayle and a one-time 
staffer at the National Security Council, Lord possessed expertise on tech- 
niques of psychological warfare, which he discussed and whose perfection he 
advocated with clear conviction. His experience was primarily in the field of 
military strategy, gained not so much in the battlefield or the classroom, but at 
higher altitudes where grand strategies and policies are determined. From the 
same end of the political spectrum came Olin professor Maurice Cowling, a 
prominent New Right theorist at Cambridge Univer~ity.~' 
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Not quite as established, historian Ronald Radosh taught as an Olin schol- 
ar in Adelphi's core curriculum. Given the political stipulations inherent in Olin 
funding, the foundation's confidence in Radosh was not undeserved: he had 
moved quite sharply right since his radical beginnings. By the time he was 
placed on the Adelphi faculty, having been personally recruited as an Olin pro- 
fessor by Diamandopoulos, he had also come to embrace the accumulative 
ethos proclaimed by William Simon and epitomized by the Adelphi president. 
To critics of the Adelphi president's lavish lifestyle and compensation, Radosh 
replied: "I don't know of a college president in the U.S. who doesn't have 
a...car, a few houses."26 

Historian and German-specialist David Gress also met Olin scholar 
requirements when he taught at Adelphi: he holds (with some nuances) the con- 
tributions of Western civilization to be foremost in world history. Gress enjoyed 
an affiliation with prestigious foreign policy institutes in Europe and the United 
States, including the Hoover Institution and the Foreign Policy Research 
Institute (which accords a dominant role to the United States in world affairs). 
In his condemnation of Martin Bernal's Black Athena, which describes African 
influences upon and interactions with ancient Greek civilization, Gress cen- 
sured the author for his left-wing sympathies and pedigree." 

Gress was not the only Olin scholar at Adelphi agitated by radicals. When 
Tibor Machan spent a Simon-funded year at the Garden City campus, he 
emphasized in core curriculum debates that Marxism was "extended tribalism" 
and socialism "a hopeless and muddled system," leaving "individualism" as the 
"better candidate to solve human problems," certainly superior to "communi- 
tarianism." Machan, an Auburn University philosopher, was perhaps the most 
interesting of the Olin appointees to Adelphi during the Diamandopoulos peri- 
od. An internationally known promoter of Ayn Rand's philosophy, he raised 
propositions of self-aggrandizement to the realm of higher thought, an appro- 
priate theorist for Adelphi in the 90s. Widely published and well spoken, 
Machan had been director of educational programs for the Rand-ist Reason 
Foundation and editor of its journal. Long associated with libertarian critics of 
traditional conservatism, he enjoyed affiliation with other foundations promot- 
ing Rand's injunction not to demean the wealthy, doubt the successful, or 
"smear the Profit Motive," but to remember instead that "Americanism and the 
Free Enterprise System .... are inseparable, like body and soul." Constituting a 
part of conservatism's libertarian current, such organizations have become 
known for "their equation of individual freedom with unregulated capital- 
ism."2g 

In academia, according to Machan, individualism should be taught as the 
most important drive and pattern adding strength to societies, wherever they 
are. Failure to understand this had undermined civilizations. And insofar as 
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diverse societies rest upon and deserve an equal place, Machan nevertheless 
observes that the individualism he considers primary did not originate just any- 
where, but rather essentially "in the Western world," giving to that sector a spe- 
cial p r ~ r n i n e n c e . ~ ~  

The libertarian view of social understanding and mutual cooperation pos- 
tulates an "anti-statism" of the type associated with Friedrich Hayek and the 
journal The Freeman. Machan thus contends that laws prohibiting smoking at 
work sites and public places infringe upon "individuals' property rights" appar- 
ently "protected by the Fifth Amendment." Any limitation, the health dangers 
notwithstanding, should be up to the individual owner of the location in ques- 
tion: general regulations ordained from above for the "public good" are uncon- 
stitutional. Machan supported a similar principle for those who labor, as for 
those who breathe: there are no rights, beyond being treated with consideration, 
to which a working person is entitled: benefits must remain the prerogative of 
the employer to bestow or withhold.30 

More deeply, Machan (who shared with Gress a tie with the Hoover 
Institution, and who had taught at West Point shortly before coming to 
Adelphi3'), felt that the need to own was the most human trait. Not unlike 
William E. Simon, Machan believed that the media and the schools were 
accomplices in promoting negative images of corporations, sending Americans 
"into a business world with their moral sensitivities blocked by exaggerated 
condemnations of the institution of which they will be part."32 

Varying in profundity and scope, the positions of key Olin appointees to 
Adelphi tended to coincide, and were matched in turn by influential members 
of the university's Board of Trustees. A former member evaluated the board 
under Diamandopoulos as "so packed with ideologues, I think they are more 
concerned with Peter's value to the right wing community, than a college pro- 
fessor or college president who fights the good fight." Trustees John Silber and 
William E. Simon were evidently not alone within the board in supporting a 
narrow emphasis in curriculum, as trustees were unanimous in rejecting 
changes in the "Western" focus and the "back to the classics" imperative. 
Although a professor of education challenged the board's power to "decide 
what knowledge is taught at the University" and a historian wondered if the 
board would usurp "academic freedom," the board nevertheless endorsed cur- 
ricular proposals emphasizing "Greek and Roman languages," "Western phi- 
losophy and religion," relegating the "non-Western" to courses "taught period- 
ically by adjunct instructors." Given that the focus was to be exemplified in the 
core curriculum required of all students, and that Olin Scholars figured promi- 
nently in the board's conception of that design, the judgement of an Earth 
Science major was not surprising: "We are force fed rightist  viewpoint^."^^ 
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Among Adelphi's trustees, the more vocal and articulate conservatives 
held persuasive hegemony over the less interested or involved, facilitating easy 
and consistent agreement. But it should not be supposed that the less ideologi- 
cal among the trustees were puppets. Thus, when she became board chair in 
1993, insurance executive Ernesta Procope warned that the educational enter- 
prise at Adelphi operated amidst a societal "breakdown of the institution of the 
family which has always been the adhesive that has bound our society togeth- 
er," an "erosion in values and in moral and religious beliefs on which our coun- 
try was f o u n d e r  an apparent "separation of gays and lesbians as another situ- 
ation which is interrupting the orderly course of education in America today," 
and "pressure for 'political correctness' being brought on faculty members and 
 administrator^."^^ 

Trustees like John Silber clearly held great influence in the Adelphi Board 
of Trustees. During the presidency of Ronald Reagan, philosopher Silber had 
won appointment to the Bipartisan Commission on Central America headed by 
Henry Kissinger, which counseled and backed American policy against oppo- 
sitional movements, and to the Presidential Advisory Board for Radio 
Broadcasting to Cuba, which encouraged the use of Radio Marti as a foreign 
policy instrument. As keynoter at Diamandopoulos' inauguration, Silber had 
lambasted on moral grounds the dissipation of classical education and the 
emerging doubts within the academic community about courses featuring 
"Great Books." That even so great a school as Harvard had taken a step toward 
reconsidering the definition of "core" demonstrated a crisis in the society at 
large, proof that "we have so lost our way," Silber maintained. On the ethical 
plane, trustee Silber did not begrudge college administrators financial rewards 
that might come their way. On the other hand, he strongly opposed faculty 
unions, as at his own Boston University and at Adelphi. Silber had a record of 
contentious and censorious relationships with Boston University faculty and 
staff, having survived a no-confidence vote only through veto by his own 
board. In the process, Silber had built a reputation as a consistent foe of liber- 
alism. As an Adelphi trustee, Silber considered faculty opponents of the uni- 
versity's board to be "scoundrels," literal foes of "civilization": "That's what we 
have here - local barbarians coming straight up from within the university."35 

On the Adelphi Board of Trustees in the early to mid-1990s, the Olin 
Foundation was represented by both executive director James Piereson and 
president William E. Simon. Editor and cultural critic Hilton Kramer, whose 
New Criterion received abundant support from the Olin and Scaife founda- 
tions, also sat on the board, and became noteworthy as a public exponent of the 
board's positions in the pages of Rupert Murdoch's New York Post. Indeed, 
"conservative foundations often are aggressive about having grantees espouse 
their views," and such men, needing no coercion in any case, were not shy 
about it.36 
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Although serving for a short term,Yale historian Donald Kagan also blend- 
ed into the board's orientation: he has held Karl Marx responsible for the sig- 
nal error which "has dominated Western ideas for well over a century," the 
focus on class. In keeping with board policy, Kagan strongly opposed the dis- 
lodging of Western civilization from the center of the academy, an opposition 
epitomized as well by the conservative National Association of Scholars, to 
which he, Diamandopoulos, Kramer, and Silber all belonged. Like the best- 
connected Adelphi Olin scholars, Kagan had linked his traditional approach to 
scholarship tightly to political predilection in calling for the United States to 
maintain the dominant position (especially militarily) in contemporary world 
affairs, which he associates with the most honorable values of the past, noting 
with regret that Americans themselves had held particular doubts ever since the 
Vietnam War. Kagan was no less committed to neo-conservative decision-mak- 
ers, past and present, than the most active board members. Peter 
Diamandopoulos, a trustee in his capacity as president, also believed that 
American leverage, enriched by "good living" at home and enabled by the abil- 
ity to protect "it against any threat from the outside," was a given component 
of higher civilization. An allegiance not to conservative ideals in the abstract, 
but to political, economic, and social power in the neo-conservative mold, the 
type that has been least conducive to amendment or popular input, seems to 
have been a hallmark of such t r~s tees .~ '  

University administrators thought and acted accordingly. Evidence reveals 
frequent invocation of rigid hierarchy in academic life, along with support for 
the concept of an all-powerful leader. Concepts of a core curriculum devoted to 
"modernity" focused on what university spokesmen felt was the motive force 
in contemporary society: individualism. World-views taking society or groups 
as the starting point of analysis were pronounced "pre-modern." The adminis- 
trative approach assumed that the most important ideas, hinging on individual- 
ism, were "Western" in origin and were unencumbered by contradictory and 
different experiences, even in the "West." As Adelphi's senior vice-president 
put it: "The only thing I think Western has to mean is that all this stuff came out 
of the Western tradition, the one ironically, all the people who are powerless 
certainly want to acquire." Perhaps William F. Buckley placed the prevailing 
university position most directly when he told the Class of 1995: "We are 
advanced in basic ways over cultures, that are, yes, less c i v i l i ~ e d . " ~ ~  

In establishing the board, administration, foundational support, and visit- 
ing professorate on political grounds, Adelphi was lauded by college rankers on 
the right. Stipulated criteria for high ranking included a Western-based cur- 
riculum, featuring traditionally recognized great books and a devotion to some 
notion of "political incorrectness." William F, Buckley's National Review 
issued a College Guide which recommended schools with curricula that 
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respected "the tradition of the West" and repudiated the lures of "feminism, 
black studies and affirmative action, gay rights and 'sensitivity rules,"' which 
had all made their appearance in the academy "under the banner of DIVERSI- 
TY." The Guide accordingly placed Adelphi on its list (while the university put 
its editor on the faculty, along with the former editor of the New Criterion), 
praising the way the university's core disseminated great ideas.39 

Several administrators in the relevant years had strong neo-conservative or 
Cold War identities. Mark Blitz, provost for a brief time, came from the Olin- 
backed Hudson Institute to work with Diamandopoulos, for there "are extreme- 
ly few places run by people like Peter who know what a university should stand 
for and are doing what's necessary to make it happen. Most colleges have lost 
their sense of education as a kind of transformation of the soul." Blitz had 
advised educator and former ReaganIBush cabinet member William Bennett 
(one of the foremost neo-conservatives) who charged that the "liberal elite," 
including academics and "the art community" had wreaked havoc on America's 
values, denuding college study of "the great works of Western civilization" and 
producing "a loss of moral and intellectual purpose." Diamandopoulos also 
employed veteran diplomat Milton Frank, an old friend whose State and 
Defense department career featured public relations work for America's 
Vietnam policy and the North American Air Defense Command. Frank had 
organized Diamandopoulos' inauguration at Adelphi in 1986, at a reputed cost 
of $350,000.40 

At those moments when the administration, trustees, and president came 
under scrutiny - and later under investigation - it was not unusual for their 
defenders to redbait, an echo of several contemporary Adelphi commencement 
addresses. Thus, faculty hostility to the university's leadership reminded 
provost Igor Webb of how the Communist regime had pursued "thought con- 
trol" in the universities of his native Czechoslovakia. There, as at Adelphi, fac- 
ulty chiefs had enforced "a strict political correctness mainly through a kind of 
vicious peer pressure and obligatory conformity. Improper utterance was bru- 
tally denigrated." Similarly, it seemed to Olin-funded sociologist Edith 
Kurzweil that Diamandopoulos's faculty opponents wanted him "to hire only 
the like-minded." In fact, claimed trustee chair Ernesta Procope patriotically, 
Diamandopoulos' endeavors benefited "our nation and the western world as 
well," squaring well with the president's stated aspiration to be "an influence on 
the larger world." Examining the juxtaposition of articles in the student news- 
paper, for and against the administration, university spokesman Vince Passaro 
accused the students of maneuvers found in Communist newspapers: "This is 
Soviet-style editing, and Soviet-style 'replying,' it seems to me." A student 
retorted: "It is disingenuous of him to charge this newspaper with 'Soviet-style' 
editing or other like practices, insofar as The Delphian has no power.. .to cen- 
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sor, harass, bar, ban, fire, persecute or destroy. Neither do the students or the 
faculty have that power. Clearly, that authority emanates from only one person." 
Nonetheless, after the state Regents had dismissed the Adelphi board in 
February 1997, the trustees' attorney Stanley Arkin (who frequently defended 
firms against charges of malfeasance, questioning the intelligence of victims in 
the process) denounced the investigation of the board as "reminiscent of the 
Moscow trials of the 1930'~."~' 

As a meeting place for ultra-conservatives of national and lesser repute, 
Adelphi hosted several centennial conferences toward the end of 
Diamandopoulos' tenure, drawing a number of leading writers and speakers, 
among them trustees Hilton Kramer, John Silber, and Donald Kagan. 
Diamandopoulos had originally proposed that the centennial demonstrate the 
"symbolic connection" between the efforts at Adelphi "and the history of edu- 
cation traceable back to Greece." Fittingly, the Board of Trustees hoped that the 
meetings would draw national attention to the university's reflections upon the 
"Values, Aims, and Responsibilities of Western Civilization." Though confer- 
ence participants included a number outside the realm, the proceedings of the 
conferences (held under the auspices of the literary journal Partisan Review, 
edited by Olin Scholar Edith Kurzweil) nevertheless demonstrate the tone set 
by the most conservative presenters. 

Taking its title directly from Diamandopoulos' aforementioned centenary 
slogan, "Beyond the Twilight of Reason," the March 1996 gathering witnessed 
biophysicist E.O. Wilson's condemnation of "the increasing disintegration of 
college and university curricula," the introduction of the by-now familiar John 
Silber as "our nation's leading college president," and Silber's own denuncia- 
tion of the attempt to replace Western culture in the curriculum with "the fem- 
inist story behind the story, the ethnic interpretation, the multicultural interpre- 
tation, or the deconstructivist approach to these issues." So bleak was the aca- 
demic picture that Hilton Kramer characterized it as being in a dark tunnel. 
Commentator Stanley Crouch more hopefully opined that the concrete views of 
the Founding Fathers on such matters as race and gender were of little conse- 
quence, as they had transmitted a flexible renewable mechanism to later gener- 
ations, making "our American story the story of working toward an under- 
standing of universal potential," in contrast to the popular stress on gender and 
ethnic inequities (evidenced in what Crouch termed the "canonization of 
Malcolm X"). Noted historian Gertrude Himmelfarb's attacked the "race-class 
mantra" in higher education: "It is divisive, setting every group against every 
other; subversive, undermining the common core of knowledge that was at the 
very heart of the curriculum; and ultimately nihilistic, denying the very idea of 
truth that was once the aspiration of scholars and students alike, of whatever 
color, sex, or ethnic and economic background." Indeed, Himmelfarb went on 
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to describe the related "social pathology" of the present day breakdown in val- 
ues: "crime, welfare dependency, illegitimacy, functional illiteracy, drug addic- 
tion, alcoholism, and so on," in a session chaired by the not unsympathetic 
Silber.42 

A gathering held in November 1996 under the title "Breaking Traditions: 
Fin de Siecle 1896 and 1996" brought together a similar group of neo-conser- 
vatives with relatively non-political speakers, with the former establishing key 
themes. Diamandopoulos suggested there that the attacks on traditional schol- 
arship and worldviews reflected the transition from "rationalism to subjectivi- 
ty" in the 20th century, equating his own outlook with reason. Warning of the 
"upsurge of post-modernism, New Age, and sectarianism," historian Walter 
Laqueur regretted the elements which had become dominant: "There is a new 
wave of relativism and nihilism on the ideological level: the campaign against 
reason, rejection of truth as corresponding to reality, moral philosophy, and so 
on." But no participant was more articulate than the Olin Scholar Tibor 
Machan, who invoked Ayn Rand's ideas: the priority of the private sphere and 
of private property in the definition of freedom on the one hand, and the nega- 
tive association of contemporary liberals with the sort of community responsi- 
bility ethic put forth by Marxism on the other.43 

The main positions expressed at the Adelphi conferences coincided with 
the positions of key policymakers and scholars, who had come to identify 
American supremacy with its ostensibly deep cultural roots in humanity's most 
respected ideas. The latter had emerged naturally from the evolution of "the 
West" and of "democracy," which originated in ancient Greece, migrated to 
Rome, apparently expired for a thousand-year Middle Age, revived under 
European capitalism, and culminated at last in the United States of America. 
Antecedents of that outlook emerged at the time of the First World War, includ- 
ing a more pronounced curricular emphasis on the "West." 

Cold War-era decision-making (of which neo-conservatives in and out of 
Adelphi were fond) had made the connection between the status quo in politics 
and its reflection in higher education and curriculum development, as universi- 
ties fashioned a richer heritage for the centrality of the "West" and its embod- 
iment in the United States. To some, any alternative to or questioning of that 
framework crossed the "twilight of reason" over into irrationalism, proof that 
"the American mind" had succumbed to "subjectivity," as Diamandopoulos put 
it. A liberal McCarthyism now prevailed, they claimed, wielded by special 
interest populations (feminists, gays, blacks) whose emotional grievances 
became the driving force of curricula. The remedy, as Diamandopoulos put it, 
was "radical reconstruction of all academic  offering^."^^ 

At the dawn of the core curriculum, Diamandopoulos had discouraged 
making the examination of non-European cultures anything more than ancil- 
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lary to the central tenets. "I will not grant you separate courses," was his answer 
to a group of students who felt that civilizations outside the West belonged in 
the academic canon. Though some students continued to feel the need to press 
for an expansion of the curriculum, the Associate Dean for Minority Affairs 
could still regret by 1993 that their sensitivity to "Eurocentrism" was not taken 
seriously by his fellow administrators. 

University leaders associated black and other minority critics of the pres- 
ident's curriculum with a tendency to harp on archaic wrongs. Indeed, said the 
president, such students would do right to "forget their minority status and 
excel." Diamandopolous was proud of his approach to black and other minori- 
ty students. He remembered that, while dean of faculty at Brandeis University, 
"My record was brutal with the blacks," but they respected him: "Why did they 
like me? I always told them, ' I  owe you nothing. I didn't have slaves."' His 
Adelphi administration struck some as insensitive. When Adelphi's black first- 
year enrollment declined, an administrator urged students to see the bright side, 
for now the university's freshman class was the "academically strongest 
. . .Adelphi has ever had."45 

Adelphi's leaders were also opposed to unions, particularly to faculty 
unions. Not unlike trustees and administrators elsewhere, many held not only a 
professional relationship to the corporate world, but an ideological affinity for 
free market values. Insofar as they idealized the condition under which busi- 
nesses operated with a free hand, they viewed university operations in much the 
same way, giving shorter and shorter shrift to faculty and student voice, with 
obvious less patience for collective bargaining. Adelphi hired a preeminent 
national thinker in this regard. Within the huge City University of New York in 
the early 70s, Vice Chancellor David Newton had farsightedly proposed the 
phasing out of full-time faculty and the institution of a "teaching force for 
CUNY composed largely of adjuncts and therefore inexpensive, expendable, 
and flexible enough to meet the changing needs of the city economy." Viewing 
transformation of the labor force as a process, Newton felt that the main ques- 
tion was "no longer whether faculty unionism and collective bargaining are the 
wave of the future, but rather whether higher education will ride or be engulfed 
by that wave." As Adelphi's Vice-Provost for Faculty Relations during the 
Diamandopoulos years, Newton was responsible for dealings with all campus 
unions, supported or acceded to Diamandopoulos' demands to enforce faculty 
discipline and compliance, yet exhibited a more nuanced view of collective bar- 
gaining in higher education and at Adelphi than did the university's neo-con- 
servatives, who repelled him. Indeed, Adelphi's administrators and trustees 
(including Kramer and Silber, who shared Newton's New Deal roots) remained 
unswervingly hostile to faculty unionism, rejecting any semblance of riding a 
"wave." Their stance drove Newton, who possessed a long record of tough 
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negotiations with faculty unions and who opted to endure them when no other 
choice was possible, to comment in retrospect that "whenever you have char- 
acters like Diamandopoulos - and there are more of them than you think - 
unionism is needed."46 

A former organizer for the United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers 
of America, Newton seemed to persuade Diamandopoulos at one point to 
accept the faculty union. Two years before the clerical workers' strike in 1989, 
the university and the American Association of University Professors reached 
a new contract, prompting Diamandopoulos to acknowledge "the established 
traditions at Adelphi regarding labor relations between the Faculty and the 
University" in "the full spirit of collegial mutual regard." University trustees 
endorsed the provisions which "commit all parties involved to uphold colle- 
giality, enhance the profess~onalism of the Faculty, and jointly protect and fos- 
ter the University's educational and fiscal integrity." Hence, they saw no con- 
flict in the coexistence of academic collegiality and collective bargaining at a 
private university, the Supreme Court's Yeshiva decision n~twithstanding.~' 

But the president's anti-union sentiments resurfaced when the clerical 
workers struck, and never seemed to ebb, particularly in regard to the faculty 
union. Somewhat hopefully, he told the trustees in 1990: "The faculty has been 
controlled and directed; they are not running the university." As a columnist 
noted in 199 1, Diamandopoulos regarded the perennial disputes over his lead- 
ership "as an evil caused by unions. In particular, he doesn't believe professors 
should be unionized." The more the critics found fault and inferred malfea- 
sance, the more did the administration and trustees attribute responsibility for 
the school's problems and negative publicity to the faculty union. The universi- 
ty, charged the trustees, had been "subjected to a well-financed 'corporate cam- 
paign' by a small group of dissidents, mainly the directorate of the faculty 
union, who have long been seeking to gain control of campus policy." Such 
forces, Diamandopoulos reasoned, aspired to "declare ownership of the univer- 
sity," constituting, in the words of another administrator, a "reactionary 
clique."48 

Ironically, the corporate ethos within higher education had taken its toll on 
the security and conditions of faculty in the United States during the 
Diamandopoulos years. The signal result was the erosion of the full-time work 
force, as anticipated years before by David Newton. Thus, by the end of the 
1990s, nearly 40 percent of the faculty in the massive State University of New 
York were part-timers. Across the nation, 43 percent of professors fell into the 
part-time category. Among full-time faculty, nearly 30 percent worked under 
non-tenure-track contracts, customarily one year in duration, the prospect of 
renewal an annual mystery. A detailed study used the term "casualization," (a 
term traditionally applied to seasonal or irregular labor, as in longshore and 
tourism) to describe academic work.49 
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In response, many faculty chose to organize during the 1980s and 1990s, 
including part-time and full-time teachers at both private and public colleges. 
While the National Labor Relations Board denied union rights to many facul- 
ty applicants after the Yeshiva decision, it gave approval when it found legiti- 
mate faculty input so obstructed by trustees and administrators that an employ- 
ee-employer dichotomy had evolved. The NLRB accepted collective bargaining 
by graduate students and adjunct faculty at a number of campuses, including 
New York University, Temple, Yale, and the University of Wisconsin. The 
NLRB did not classify the full-time professors as managers at Florida 
Memorial College in 1982, at Bradford College in the same year, or at the 
University of Great Falls in 1997. The NLRB felt that, despite the operation of 
shared governance principles on paper, the administrations of these schools 
totally disregarded faculty participation. To be sure, the NLRB accepted the 
Yeshiva logic in many other cases, in spite of evidence that corporate-bureau- 
cratic approaches were being broadly introduced into university life and gover- 
nance, with deleterious impact upon faculty rights, as Justice Brennan had orig- 
inally observed in his Yeshiva dissent. Yet the course of faculty-university rela- 
tions was clearly more complex than imagined by neo-conservatives in the 
Adelphi board.50 

Nevertheless, Adelphi trustee Donald Kagan, whose labor relations record 
as Yale dean in the early 1990s were described as "stormy," believed that pro- 
fessors nationally had stonewalled collegiality and curricular innovation. At 
Adelphi, according to board member Hilton Kramer, "liberals and leftists" had 
contrived to bring down the high-minded designs of a visionary president and 
leadership. His colleague John Silber could share Diamandopoulos' frustra- 
tions with Adelphi faculty, as Boston University professors had fought him as 
well, but felt that the Adelphi head was in a tougher position as a result of the 
greater damage inflicted upon him by the union. So too did a university attor- 
ney charge that the critics had used the union as an instrument against the pres- 
ident. Endeavors to remove the president had never been well intentioned, said 
another, but rather embodied "a campaign to either take over the university or 
tear it down." Indeed, as the university centennial approached in 1995, 
Diamandopoulos informed the trustees that "the time has come to induce the 
faculty to decide collectively whether they are mere employees or true faculty 
in collegial relations." Accordingly, the Adelphi board assigned several 
trustees, including the experienced Silber, to a "Shadow Advisory Committee 
for Labor Relations" in 1995. Soon after, university lawyers petitioned the 
National Labor Relations Board to decertify the faculty union. Expecting labor 
difficulties in the fall of 1996, the university advertised for replacement pro- 
fessor~ .~ '  
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All in all, there were sound reasons for his supporters to embrace Pcter 
Diamandopoulos. He had consistently put forth an acceptable platform, to 
which he added the distinctive clements of his personality and apparent erudi- 
tion. William E. Simon, whom the president went to great lengths to see at 
places far removed from Adelphi, expressed well the esteem in which the pres- 
ident was held: "I consider Peter a Renaissance man. He's fighting the conven- 
tional wisdom of tenure. He's not tolerating the liberal garbage that spews 
around. He's hired teachers willing to teach freedom. If he stays for the next ten 
years, Adelphi will be one of the best institutions around." Long before 
Diamondopoulos came under the kind of scrutiny necessitating her protection, 
board chair Ernesta Procope praised him as "visionary, a renaissance man," 
who employed his "trail-blazing endeavors" to "correct the ills of our society," 
thus "serving not only our own students, but our nation and the Western world 
as well." To board member and advertising magnate George Lois, 
Diamandopoulos was "one of the great men in American education." Like sym- 
pathetic people in the board, administration, and among the Olin Scholars, 
Diamandopoulos took no "nonsense" from anyone. He maintained throughout 
that his steady perspective, the very intensity and height of his aspirations to 
raise Adelphi to unprecedented levels, were bound to win him enemies. People 
with irrevocably lower horizons would be most likely to challenge him, an 
expectation from which his supporters did not dissent. True, he could be stub- 
born, said Lois, but it was understandable. "He can be a gigantic pain in the ass. 
He can't abide fools." And why, aside from the requirements of polite society, 
should fools be abided? 

Diamandopoulos insisted that he was "unorthodox and iconoclastic," not 
least because he claimed to be driven by vision and honesty simultaneously and 
with "obsessiveness." On that score as well, he expected problems, since most 
university leaders lacked the strength to make that combination or the ability to 
see as far. Nonetheless, he once admitted that his "biggest failure would be if 
I'm just remembered as a person who just created trouble." But life had taught 
him that "the world is an extremely difficult place to realize any idea and to 
change anything for the better. Human beings are extremely recalcitrant mate- 
rial. If you are too hard, you threaten them and they will kill you. If you arc too 
soft, they will take over and reduce you to a cipher. If you are neither, they will 
try to absorb you. But they will not leave you alone."52 

Consequently, his reports to the trustees consistently spoke of current, 
pending, and anticipated confrontations with newly-empowered lesser lights, 
apocalyptic speculations unanimously adopted by the sober business people, 
academics, and scientists who made up the board. Relevantly, then-chair James 
Byrne, vice-president of Bankers Trust, was moved to warn in 1990: "The sta- 
tus quo is at an end at Adelphi." For as Diamandopoulos reminded the board 
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the following year, they were battling "the dominant trends of our times": the 
lowering of standards and the retreat from higher aspirations. But Adelphi's 
leaders would not be deterred from the path to "excellence," nor would they 
stoop to "backtracking or wavering" along the way. "The University is at a 
crossroads," fighting against "all kinds of odds," intoned the president in early 
1993, "but in the end we will prevail." Two months later, he considered his 
accomplishments to be so "fragile" as to leave him with three stark options: to 
declare victory, albeit insecure; to quit, then and there; "or to say we must move 
forward," the statesmanlike course he preferred. As the board's adversaries rep- 
resented "entrenched interests" and an "old guard" committed to "the security 
of complacency rather than the uncertainties of innovation," he could not abdi- 
cate his "vision," he told the board in 1994, because then "the University would 
return to the status quo with revenge." What motivated his faculty opponents, 
he remarked before the state Board of Regents in 1996, was the legacy of the 
1960s and 1970s, a desire to "use students in an immoral way to advance their 
own political and institutional agendas," to which he could not accede.53 

Diamandopoulos was wont to compare himself to great thinkers of the 
past, which left his supporters in both the board and the administration unfazed. 
"Like Socrates, I am always probing," he told an interviewer in 1991: "They 
killed him. I hope I fare better." He picked up the refrain after his removal in 
1997: "But Jesus was betrayed, Socrates was betrayed and Thucydides was sent 
out to be devoured by wild dogs in Thrace. It happens to anyone, who am I to 
avoid such a fate?" The Adelphi trustees shared his self-estimate, ultimately 
considering the investigations of his and their conduct to be a "massive cruci- 
fixion," and warned: "The Judas' [sic] responsible for this crucifixion will pay 
for their betrayal [,l for Adelphi will rise quickly and become the great institu- 
tion for which Peter Diamandopoulos has had visions of at the year 2000 and 
beyond."54 

Early on, the Adelphi president had reminded professors that he was the 
chosen instrument of the Board of Trustees, notwithstanding faculty rights of 
self-governance. He felt no motivation to invite selected faculty and students to 
board meetings, insofar as the trustees were already (1989) fed up by the fact 
that "nine-tenths of their mail" declared "We don't like the President." Years 
later, Diamandopoulos took pains to spell out the chain of command: "But, 
keep in mind, an academy is a hierarchical institution, more like a corporation, 
or as the history of universities suggests, like an ecclesiastical institution, than 
it is like a democratic microcosm in which different constituencies are 'repre- 
sented."' Faculty, he observed, had no particular right of access to the trustees 
anyway, since "they are employees of the school.. .and employee-employer 
communication was another separate issue." The university was "not a repre- 
sentative government," he insisted: "I'm running a business here." Indeed, 
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"within a hierarchical structure of authority.. .duties, responsibilities, and pow- 
ers are not con~mensurate." An ostensible "straight talker," he warned one fac- 
ulty critic that his opposition was "akin to gross insubordination in the indus- 
trial model." He claimed to grasp the motivations of college students better than 
they did themselves: they in fact "do not know what they need."55 

Such invocations to personal and hierarchical power were not challenged 
by the board or by most within the administration. Instead, the president's posi- 
tions were defended as if he were somewhat higher than human. Indeed, stated 
one administrator, "the strength of Adelphi is exactly vested in the president," 
the ideal of individualism embodied. Diamandopoulos was "the institution's 
voice, the institution's authority, the institution's cement," without whom "the 
institution would unravel fast." Having warned faculty almost from the incep- 
tion against "unsolicited representations to the board," a point the board took 
pains to reiterate over the years, the trustees unequivocally supported the per- 
sonal authority of Diamandopoulos at every turn thereafter, sanctioning "the 
leader's" philosophy and practices. In fact, stated the president to the board in 
1993, "I must be the leader in promoting the University outside. All in all, 
superintending the academy, telling the students I love them, interpreting the 
whole thing to the village, and the nation" constituted the responsibilities del- 
egated to him by the trustees. He was convinced of his fulfillment of the sec- 
ond task, later testifying that "I know the students, sir, and I love them" before 
the state Board of  regent^.^^ 

The president's grandiosity went unedited into the major administrative 
pronouncements approved by the board as the 1990s proceeded. Adelphi's goal, 
read an Academic Plan, was "transformation of mind," to promote "that path of 
excellence whose uncommon mark is unity of thought and action." The objec- 
tives were to be higher than those of other schools, and would establish 
Adelphi's national pre-eminence. The university endeavored "to rediscover the 
lost vision of higher education" and "to give fresh power to the all-but-aban- 
doned idea of education as a preparation, achieved through the discipline of 
reason, for the quest of truth - about one's self, about one's world." And further, 
to enable the student to "do what is right, and to know," that is "to transform 
the novice into a free and responsible person," knowing how "to think, to act, 
and to achieve." In so doing, stated the university's Centennial Program, 
Adelphi would challenge the bleak intellectual prospects of a modern age 
"bereft of transcendent meaning," for "we find ourselves everywhere in the twi- 
light of rea~on."~' 

Diamandopoulos left a strong impression. Commentators long noted that 
he was "blunt and outspoken" (as were Silber and Simon), evoking a string of 
lasting images: "provocative," "abrasive," "offensive," "confrontational," "arbi- 
trary." He possessed "a shock of white hair, thick black brows, and hooded 
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eyes," facilitating "a spectacular range of expressions," of which the most evi- 
dent was "impatience, which seems to grip him whenever anyone else is speak- 
ing." Listening made him restless. An apparent student of strong military lead- 
ers - Patton, Giap, Montgomery (he had in fact chaired the Board of Advisors 
of the U.S. Command and General Staff College in 1987) - he struck observers 
as "exceedingly ambitious, flamboyantly autocratic," a "visionary despot," rel- 
ishing the latter term.58 

Whatever the occasion, he always spoke at great length. Learnedness and 
elocution, as if every word held lasting value, erupted in all directions. He 
improvised esoterically, resorting effortlessly to an apparent galaxy of parallels. 
The style served to propel the image of an unusually higher intelligence. Olin 
professor Maurice Cowling, one of Britain's leading neo-conservative histori- 
ans, praised his "eloquence, vision and ability," but Diamandopoulos tended to 
antagonize those not indebted to or in agreement with him. Indeed, suggested 
a student, administrators and faculty members who supported him seemed to 
have been among the highest paid. The early concern of a quite sympathetic 
trustee, that the president needed to learn to work "more patiently" with others, 
was neither heeded, nor formally expressed. A former trustee, who had origi- 
nally recommended Diamandopoulos' appointment, had come to the conclu- 
sion within four years that "[Tlhis is a dangerous man who functions as a des- 
pot in a totalitarian state," one engaged in stacking the board with "his person- 
al choices.. .who are all beholden to him" (echoing W.E.B. Du Bois' descrip- 
tion of a college where "discipline is choking freedom, iron-clad rules, suspi- 
cion, tale bearing are almost universal"). Seeing little "vision" in the president, 
the former board member confessed to being "shocked and chagrined by what 
has transpirec regarding the hiring of Diamandopoulos as "the single worst 
example of poor judgment that a number of us have exercised in our profes- 
sional careers, one that I will always regret." Indeed, as obvious as his energy 
and aspirations may have been to visitors, many at Adelphi were more likely to 
doubt that the president had any good intentions. Seven years into the presi- 
dent's term, a correspondent averred that Diamandopoulos "does not have the 
best interests of the university at heart, that his stated academic goals are not 
honestly voiced or intended."59 

The evidence demonstrates that Diamandopoulos had great difficulty fol- 
lowing agreed-upon methods in university conduct, exploding at meetings of 
deans and of faculty over the checking of this plan or that vision, employing 
vivid battle imagery. A former administrator testified that, as the groundswell 
of opposition to him grew in the fall of 1995, the president could not contain 
his rage at a gathering of deans: "He said this is war. He said, 'Guns, machetes, 
mortars, no prisoners, no Geneva rules.' He said, 'I never lose a battle.'" And 
although the university quickly issued a denial, that deportment (along with 
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threats to bring the university down with him) was not uncommon, as con- 
firmed in testimony before the Board of Regents by other leading members of 
his administration. Of the Adelphi president's frequent invocations of war, 
Robert Mendelsohn (who did not oppose him) noted: "That's the way he talks." 
At meetings nearly a year later, Diamandopoulos used similar language, includ- 
ing a litany of weapons to be wielded when "chopping and slashing" those who 
feared he and the board were steering Adelphi to disaster. He made a point both 
to deny that catastrophe awaited and to release himself from culpability should 
it arrive.60 

A unique personality, there were elements in his make-up that were not 
exceptional. Though never an ideologue, he expressed the views of the most 
conservative members of the board, the free market thinktanks and foundations, 
the more outspoken Olin Scholars, and the currents of rightwing thinking in 
higher education and national decision-making. That the university, as the 
Board of Regents inquiry would show, was rapidly deteriorating on 
Diamandopoulos' watch, seemed to carry no weight with the trustees to whom 
he was responsible. Rather than putting him in conflict with those supporters 
whose temperaments were more restrained, his peculiarities were devoted to 
serving the same political ends, with a sense of ultimate righteousness that 
many of them in fact advocated in business, government, university life, and 
the military. In their own worlds, the president's influential backers chafed no 
less at contrary notions and perceived reversals, and strove as hard against 
broadly acknowledged norms they could not swallow. To this sort of conserva- 
tive, the confrontational stance seemed to come more naturally. An example, 
constituting something of a turning point, was the highly charged speech by 
William E. Simon at the Adelphi centennial celebration in 1995, in which he 
called for the abolition of tenure, unnerving many in attendance, including 
members of the Garden City c~mmuni ty .~ '  

It seemed to some, for example, that society had developed a bias against 
great wealth, in conjunction with a tendency to question baser motivations in 
the corporate world. While William E. Simon was among the most aggressive 
national defenders of competitive values and the resultant good life, the 
Diarnandopoulos leadership contained others as well, among administrators, 
Olin Scholars, and trustees. 

When the Adelphi board extended salary and benefit arrangements lifting 
Diamandopoulos to second place in university presidential earnings by 1995, it 
precipitated the issues leading to their downfall. On the ethical plane, particu- 
larly in light of the condition of the university, the president's remuneration and 
attendant financial advantages for board members produced the material that 
would fatally undermine the Diamandopoulos leadership. Nevertheless, as 
indication of the greater background, the leadership would respond in the ter- 
minology of ideology and politics. 
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The university's full-time enrollment fell from 3,670 in 1987 to 1,905 in 
1996 (and by 16 percent between 1995 and 1996), layoffs and program reduc- 
tions had been implemented, and the school's budget remained tuition-driven. 
But the president's income by the mid-90s exceeded that of his peers at much 
more successful institutions: $523,626 in 1994, and some 30 thousand dollars 
higher the following year in salary and benefits. A good number of extras 
increased his estimated annual compensation to between 700 and 800 thousand 
dollars.62 

Other data exposed a remarkably high rate of attrition - double the nation- 
al average - among Adelphi faculty. In all, 148 new professors came to Adelphi 
during the presidency of Diamandopoulos: forty remained by the time of his 
dismissal. None of those who arrived in September 1985, when 
Diamandopoulos did, were still employed at Adelphi by 1997. Only seventeen 
left because they were denied tenure. The period witnessed a steady flow of 
new faculty from the university, as well as marked administrative turnover.63 

As revelations became more detailed in 1995 and 1996, Diamandopoulos 
spoke candidly: the comforts of fine living strongly appealed to him. Educators 
like him "don't believe we have to suffer. We don't believe we have to be inel- 
egant. We don't believe we have to be chubby and grubby in order to do a good 
job." He was in a position to do something about it. "I am a businessman and I 
invest money in stocks and bonds. I invest money buying houses. I invest 
money buying some art for the university and other things that enhance the ele- 
gance of the institution, which I regard as critical." Like many leading higher 
education figures, he belonged to very exclusive private clubs; but he was vir- 
tually alone among them in sending that information to Who 3 Who in American 
Education. Committed to the pursuit of elegance, Diamandopoulos stressed: "A 
president is running a business. I'm selling a vision and a service. I am 
accountable for anything and everything that is happening." No ceiling could 
rightfully be placed upon payment for educational services rendered. Similar 
concepts, particularly with regard and deference to pecuniary values, obtained 
among the other trustees as well. While never all-embracing, trustee Hilton 
Kramer's guidelines for selecting honorary doctoral candidates were nonethe- 
less instructive: "Scholars and people of wealth should be considered for aca- 
demic h o n ~ r s . " ~ ~  

Needless to say, the president's advocates asserted the justness of his 
financial rewards as well as the principle that critics should mind their own 
business. Even before the full details emerged Olin Scholar Tibor Machan told 
students to leave the issue of Diamandopoulos' salary alone, for they knew 
nothing of how the free market determined compensation and were under the 
delusion that the president was stealing from the university. He felt it best if stu- 
dents "just got down to constructive, creative work, and not bellyache so much 
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about other people's wealth. It is quite unbecoming and suggests flaws in one's 
character." In turn, a correspondent accused Machan of trying to "bully" stu- 
dents by curbing their freedom of speech (and of filling his own lectures "with 
intellectual rhetoric and nonsense.") But later, putting matters plainly, an 
administrator put Diamandopoulos' rewards in pecking order context: "The 
Board of Trustees are the people who employ him; they think he's entitled to 
this compensation, and whether the faculty or anyone else likes it or not is irrel- 
evant." And further, "[Tlhey ought to pay him more, and they're going to, if 
they're given the opportunity.'' The Board of Trustees reaffirmed "the appro- 
priateness of the compensation of the President for his achievements and record 
as the leader of the remarkable revival of Adelphi during his tenure, and for the 
purpose of securing h ~ s  continued commitment to lead the Univer~ity."~~ 

Diamandopoulos did not feel that living "down-at-the-heels represents a 
positive virtue." He invested not only in precious artwork and valuable real 
estate but in the little things as well. With Adelphi funds, he outfitted a million- 
dollar condominium purchased by the university (later to be bought by him at 
a discount) with $1,800 worth of bathroom towel racks and soap dishes, a 
mechanism for melting snow on his terrace, and a hundred thousand dollars 
worth of furniture. He ate and drank at enormous expense, occasionally verg- 
ing on a thousand dollars in a meal for himself and a trustee.66 

Specifics aside, the discrepancy between the status of the president and the 
condition of the school raised questions in the office of state Attorney General 
Dennis Vacco, a Republican, who launched an inquiry into Adelphi's financial 
practices during the 1995-96 centennial year. He subpoenaed the school's 
financial records to determine whether Diamandopoulos was compensated for 
expenses having nothing to do with his position. And when it became clear that 
the trustees were undisturbed by the incongruities, concerned Adelphians 
organized as the Committee to Save Adelphi. Comprising faculty, students, for- 
mer administrators, and former trustees, the CSA appealed in April 1996 to the 
Board of Regents, under the New York State Department of Education, to 
investigate the Adelphi board. The Regents agreed to hear the case, beginning 
in the summer. The university first welcomed the news, then requested that the 
hearings be cancelled, and finally asked that they be held in closed session. But 
the hearings were to go on as scheduled, open to the public. In the meantime, 
in view of on-going investigations, the Olin Foundation's William Simon and 
James Piereson resigned as  trustee^.^' 

The Board of Regents named three of its members to conduct the pro- 
ceedings. J. Edward Meyer, a veteran lawyer, prosecutor, and state assembly- 
man from suburban Westchester County chaired the panel. The highest-ranking 
partjcipant was Regents Vice-Chancellor Louise P. Matteoni, a former teacher 
in the New York City public school system who was respected throughout the 
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state for her devotion to elementary education: she hailed from Queens. The 
final member was former Queens College president Saul Cohen, one of the 
nation's leading geographers: like Meyer, he lived in Wes tche~te r .~~  

The hearings opened at the end of July, with Diamandopoulos as the first 
witness. His testimony ranged widely from the details of his lifestyle to the 
decisions by the Board of Trustees to increase his salary seven times (and to 
supply numerous other benefits) since he had begun in 1985. Though he had 
many times spoken of his expensive tastes, befitting someone of his position 
and type, he told the Regents panel, "I never asked for a raise." But the trustees 
evidently had favored his efforts, rewarding him accordingly and giving him 
much leeway in his personal expense account. (The university had been fined 
by the Internal Revenue Service, however, for failing to report his salary for a 
five-year period.) Though Diamandopoulos explained that every salary raise 
had been properly discussed and approved by the trustees, subpoenaed docu- 
ments proved that this was not so. Moreover, a good number of subpoenaed 
materials had either not been delivered or appeared with deletions, to the dis- 
satisfaction of panel chair J. Edward M e ~ e r . ~ '  

The Adelphi leader contended that if the data did not show formal discus- 
sion of pay increases by the Board of Trustees, the group had agreed to them 
nonetheless. At least, changes in compensation would "have been announced 
by the chairman" at a meeting. Regent Saul Cohen asked the president if the 
pay of an executive, as in industry, would better be pegged to actual accom- 
plishment. In the face of declining enrollment, underfunding, and continuous 
conflict, Dialnandopoulos testified that his remuneration was totally justified: 
"I have no negative disposition whatsoever compensating in a dynamic acade- 
my [the] faculty [and] administrators to the limits of an institution's solvency." 
And while acknowledging that he had not come to Adelphi in order to prosper, 
such a prospect was deserved if the proceeds came "h~norably."'~ 

Appropriately, the Regents panel next heard from the chair of the Adelphi 
trustees, Ernesta Procope, head of the E.G. Bowman Company insurance firm. 
Though unsupported by board records, Procope maintained that 
Diamandopoulos' compensation was adopted by due procedure and was thor- 
oughly deserved. She recounted the achievements leading to the latter conclu- 
sion. He had established "rapport with students," brought the school back from 
the edge of bankruptcy, renewed the physical plant, and set up a division for 
honors students. He had set up a core curriculum. When questioned about the 
school's cutbacks, diminishing donations, and declining enrollment, she attrib- 
uted them to bad publicity, wholly unwarranted. 

She granted that the board was not privy to comparative conditions or 
accomplishments at other schools, and that assessment of the president's per- 
formance had taken place rather informally. When one of the Regents asked, 
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[D]o you think his compensation is within the bounds.. .of a university that is 
not flush?," she answered strongly in the affirmative. Moreover, she contended, 
acquiring a fashionable condominium for the president's use in Manhattan, was 
not uncalled for, but rather tied into the upgrading of Adelphi already in 
progress under Diamandopoulos. City guests of the university could not be oth- 
erwise accommodated and anything less would undermine his position: "We 
didn't want him to stay in a hotel." Her explanation of a special trustee-estab- 
lished sabbatical fund for the president, which accrued annually at one-sixth of 
his salary (double the rate for faculty) and which he could claim whenever he 
chose, elicited a heated response from Regent Cohen: "It really is an abuse of 
sabbatical purposes." But Procope, who was elected chair in 1993, pointed out 
that John Silber (the highest paid college president in the country) had advised 
the other trustees on the manner in which American universities compensated 
chief executives, so the Adelphi board had followed his knowledgeable recom- 
mendations. It helped that Silber was placed on the board's compensation com- 
mittee. After all, "[Tlhose of us on the board are not educators. So whom do we 
turn to -the educators. We asked Dr. Silber about it." Procope testified: "Being 
an educator, he would certainly know something about how presidents are com- 
pensated, and we can certainly learn from him as to what other universities 
do."'' 

But the head of the Adelphi board's compensation committee, private 
investor Peter John Goulandris, told the Regents panel that the committee never 
made a systematic study of the pay and benefits extended to college presidents 
around the country. Neither did the compensation committee attempt to dis- 
cover that information. Disinterest in comparative figures also typified the 
salary deliberations in the board before 1993, according to trustee and former 
chair James Byrne. The Bankers Trust vice-president told the Regents panel 
that he found comparative data was "really of very little value" in determining 
Diamandopoulos' pay: he was more inspired by Diamandopoulos' hard work 
and greater vision. Byrne and two others conducted their own reviews of the 
president's performance; not reflected in the minutes, he would try to catch 
trustees on their way out of board meetings and tell them his recommendation: 
"They all said it was fine." 

That informal undocumented method was confirmed in the testimony of 
other trustees, such as Leonard Riggio of Barnes & Noble and Abraham 
Krasnoff, former president of Pall Corporation, who felt the president deserved 
all the perks, but conceded that "we were derelict" in failing to abide by nec- 
essary process. Peter John Goulandris emphasized that the trustees had relied 
more heavily on their "best judgement. Yes, there are limits, but we have to 
judge what the limits are." Goulandris reasoned that "it's hard to find good peo- 
ple," but when found, talented executives should be encouraged by incentives 
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to remain. "I certainly think we have a heavy responsibility to spend money 
wisely. But within that context, all we can do is apply our wisdom."72 

Clearly, knowing nothing and having no data were no impediment to the 
exercise of wisdom in compensation matters. Understandably, the board would 
have given close attention to the advice of Boston University John Silber, 
whose counsel was taken seriously on educational matters, of which salary and 
benefits were evidently considered part and parcel. He seemed to appreciate the 
political issues involved in Adelphi conflicts, was himself a beneficiary of an 
even larger compensation, knew what Diamandopoulos meant by "elegance," 
and could justify the good life philosophically. With equal support for the direc- 
tion in which the president was steering the school, in light of national debates 
over curriculum and values, the other trustees would no doubt have endorsed 
maximizing "the limits" of his pay. Defending Diamandopoulos' purported 
achievements against apparently baseless attacks by visionless critics, even the 
trustees without political stake became convinced that the president deserved 
"every penny" and so testified. 

That the relevant decisions were made with no supporting evidence, and 
with no mention in the Adelphi board minutes, concerned the Regents panel. 
More disconcerting was the revelation that the trustees had for years eschewed 
conflict of interest disclosures suggested by the board's auditor. The evidence 
demonstrated that firms owned or directed by several members, among them 
advertiser George Lois, had benefited directly by involvement with Adelphi. 
(In another instance, when the board opted to contract the university's commu- 
nications system with NYNEX, Adelphi trustee and NYNEX executive 
Thomas Calabrese had properly not participated in the vote.) 

But facts brought before the Regents also revealed that Ernesta Procope 
had not abstained or absented herself from the board's choice to make her own 
E.G. Bowman the university's insurance broker. She acknowledged as well that 
her firm had made a direct sales pitch to win the Adelphi account. Additionally, 
while Procope contended that the Board of Trustees held full discussions on 
signing up with E.G. Bowman, there was no indication to that effect in the min- 
utes, suggesting that the point had not come up. Beginning in 1987, Adelphi 
had paid over $7 million in premiums on 122 policies (among them "an exec- 
utive kidnapping policy with Lloyd's of London"), from which E.G. Bowman 
earned $1.2 million in commissions. But the company had denied substantive, 
if any, pecuniary benefits from the relationship with the u n i v e r ~ i t y . ~ ~  

Despite the emergence of the facts, Diamandopoulos supporters charged 
that the Board of Regents hearings covered up the truth of the many services 
provided by the president to the university. What the proceedings had revealed, 
in their view, was not so much the misbehavior of the Adelphi board, but rather 
the power of a few disgruntled faculty members - the leaders of the local 
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AAUP in the first place - to steer the Board of Regents in their chosen direc- 
tion. A "band of faculty dissidents" had engineered the investigation in order to 
besmirch the president. In fact, declared a university affidavit, the problems 
originated with the fact that "Adelphi is one of a small number of private uni- 
versities in the country which has a unionized faculty," the Yeshiva decision 
notwithstanding. Indeed, Adelphi's teaching staff "was the first faculty of any 
private university to unionize," noted a university "White Paper." Adelphi 
trustees warned other universities of the impact the hearings would have on the 
future independence of private universities from government interference, for 
any school's "faculty or its union or any other self-interested party" might 
decide to initiate a comparable "smear campaign" in order to challenge "the 
true governing" role of trustee boards. And visiting Olin professor Maurice 
Cowling blasted the "influence of faculty and union leaders who by and large 
were radicals of the 1960s or later," who had brought to bear "a considerable 
increase in the exercise of power by the State of New Y~rk."'~ 

John Silber testified that Diamandopoulos' work at Adelphi was "one of 
those watershed experiences in higher education," for the Adelphi president had 
"chosen to stress this central heritage that we have in our universities of what 
some people refer to in a limited fashion as western culture." Diamandopoulos, 
insisted Silber, had "tried to direct that institution away from ideologies into 
that noble pursuit of truth," and as a result had come under the fire of the 
AAUP, whose witting or unwitting agent the state Board of Regents had 
become. A former member of the AAUP, Silber remembered better days when 
the organization had protected "the moral authority of what were proper stan- 
dards of performance." But ever since "it decided to become a labor union," the 
AAUP had lost its way, functioning now as "simply an advocacy group for fac- 
ulty union issues - wages, salaries, working conditions and so forth."75 

Were the Board of Regents to remove the Adelphi trustees, Silber testified, 
"the consequences would be national in import, no less than of earthquake 
dimension in the State of New York. It would alter the nature of collective bar- 
gaining," licensing faculty unions to pressure administrations by "creating a 
furor in the press, without the requirement of creating and producing evidence 
in advance.. .." University leadership would collapse: "I think it would be noth- 
ing short of a national calamity and a simple disaster." If professors wanted to 
form unions, they were free to do so, but they then forfeited any right to par- 
ticipate in shared governance, declared Silber, echoing the Supreme Court 
decision in National Labor Relations Board v. Yeshiva Universiw. "What do 
they want? Do they want to be a collegial partner to the administration in the 
administration of Adelphi or do they want to run Adelphi?'Silber asked. "As 
long as they want to run Adelphi, they have no right to a union. If they want to 
be cooperative members of this community and have a union, then they have to 
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recognize that they are labor and we are management, and management does 
have rights, that we will negotiate at the bargaining table." But he would not 
stand for bargaining "through defamation, through dist~rtion."'~ 

Silber seemed unable to contain himself. During a break in the proceed- 
ings, he vented his frustrations with Adelphi faculty, off-the-record, to Regents 
Meyer and Cohen, which led Meyer to openly question Silber's credibility. 
Later, Meyer told the Boston University president: "You identify with President 
Diamandopoulos because he's got a faculty that's protesting and you are on a 
crusade. You want to beat protesting faculty." Silber answered, "I want to beat 
liars." And he blasted the Board of Regents: "See, I think that the Board of 
Regents are involved in what is a work project by a union.. .the attempt is being 
made to manipulate you and to misguide you with all kinds of things." The 
Regents had let Adelphi dissidents inundate them with evidence and exhibits, 
so that the panelists would never understand what had transpired: "The com- 
plexities of issues, you have to face, all of which are predicated on a bunch of 
goddamn lies. This, it seems to me, is truly outrage~us."~' 

On a similar note, fellow trustee Donald Kagan (admittedly unfamiliar 
with the Adelphi situation, as he was the board's newest addition), observed 
more soberly that at universities across the country, shared governance had 
been undermined by disruptive faculty. He attributed the decline in collabora- 
tion to an abiding professorial enthusiasm for 1960s and 1970s popular move- 
ments, which derisively questioned well-established, classically based, curricu- 
la. Synthesizing the various defenses, The New Criterion j. Roger Kimball clar- 
ified the argument considerably: "In essence," the case "was a labor dispute 
masquerading as a battle over educational principle." Diamandopoulos had 
reaped the weeds sown by all the new offensive trends in academia, "especial- 
ly the intellectually hollow demands for radical multiculturalism and political 
correctne~s."~~ 

The arguments of trustees and their supporters left panelists Cohen, 
Matteoni, and Meyer unimpressed. When the hearings concluded, they recom- 
mended that the Board of Regents remove all the trustees from the Adelphi 
board, with the exception of Donald Kagan, the most recent appointee. 
Agreeing, the Board of Regents dismissed the trustees in February 1997. New 
trustees assumed office. Kagan soon resigned. Diamandopoulos lingered as 
president, though no longer a trustee, for several days, and was then dismissed 
by a new board appointed by the Regents. 

The Board of Regents had found that the Adelphi board as a whole had 
neglected both the necessary "fiduciary duty of care" and the "fiduciary duty 
of loyalty to the corporation," particularly in the scale of conflicts of interest, 
contrary to law and custom at non-profit institutions. A number of examples 
were cited in evidence, including the beneficiary relationships enjoyed by 
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Procope, Lois, and others. The Regents established that the Adelphi Board of 
Trustees committed multiple violations of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law 
clauses stipulating ways to determine "reasonable compensation." 
Infringement of the non-profit code had even extended to insuring 
Diamandopoulos' "personal jewelry and art collection." Trustees neither stud- 
ied the compensation issue with the school's welfare in mind, nor with system- 
atic attention to what was "reasonable" in higher education. They relied 
"instead on their own individual experiences as businessmen and women in 
corporate America." John Silber alone would have possessed information rele- 
vant to a more rounded decision, noted the Regents' report, but "he did not con- 
sider it comparable, nor did he share it with other members of the [compensa- 
tion] committee." 

Moreover, the state body held that the Adelphi board of trustees had acted 
in violation of "the principle of shared responsibility." The trustees had under- 
mined and overridden the right of faculty to participate normally in the implic- 
it and explicit process of running the university's educational affairs, even 
though the board itself had unanimously approved Articles of Governance in 
1990. Too often, according to the Regents, the Adelphi board had followed the 
hierarchical invocations of Silber, Procope, and Diamandopoulos in deriding 
faculty input. Trustees had even assented to Procope's "vitriolic" description of 
the anti-Diamandopoulos campaign as a "cru~if ixion."~~ 

The record demonstrates that Diamandopoulos' most vocal constituency 
considered individual pecuniary accumulation a reasonable goal in university 
leadership. They did not visualize him in the comfort zone befitting an effec- 
tive professional in the field, to which one might aspire in return for years of 
service and accomplishment. On the contrary, they could have only considered 
it "beyond the twilight of reason" to ascertain a point or level at which the 
siphoning of funds and goods became exorbitant. Evidence shows they felt that 
it was normal, moral, and the very essence of freedom to be absorbed in prop- 
erty, and irrational to live otherwise. Despite allusions to vision and culture, 
they operated almost classically through "fantasy, caprice, and whim" on a 
baser motive, whose "true norm" was "excess and intemperance.. 

But the Board of Regents found their actions incompatible with both the 
values of higher education and the requirements of non-profit law. In short, 
Diamandopoulos' board violated standards of trusteeship in higher education 
and traditions of shared governance, which, along with collective bargaining 
agreements, were encoded in the public record. 

Although analysis of the campaign to remove Diamandopoulos falls out- 
side of the present article, it is clear that the faculty, having been at odds with 
Diamandopoulos almost from the start, fought the one-sided and arbitrary deci- 
sion-making approved by the trustees. Evidence demonstrates that, prior to the 
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revelations of corruption, faculty conducted their opposition on the grounds 
that university leaders were abrogating the recognized and accepted form of 
governing higher education institutions in the United States. Conflict between 
Diamandopoulos on the one hand and former trustees who eventually joined 
the Committee to Save Adelphi on the other, as between the president and for- 
mer administrators, did not come out into the open until the matter of his dis- 
honestly determined compensation became public news. Contention in this 
regard seems to have operated on an individual level. While not necessarily cru- 
cial to what occurred, resentment against the president by those who had once 
joined him at the top served to swell the ranks of opponents. At various 
moments during Diamandopoulos' tenure, students undertook to challenge cer- 
tain of his decisions and pronouncements: the student newspapers and some 
student organizations occasionally reflected these disagreements, but the stu- 
dent government generally did not. Nevertheless, several of the open meetings 
held by the president during his last moments at Adelphi testify to significant 
student indignation with the way he conducted himself, and the manner in 
which he regarded them. One may speculate as well that the clerical staff, hav- 
ing won the bitter strike for union recognition in 1989, was not enamored with 
Diamandopo~los.~ ' 

The trustees virtually goaded an anti-Diamandopoulos coalition of sorts 
into existence. The fact remains that the constituency resisting 
Diamandopoulos with the greatest persistence was the one that was on the 
premises for the longest period: the faculty. Leaving aside the anti-labor ani- 
mus characterizing the condemnation by Silber and others of the Adelphi fac- 
ulty, the fact remains that Adelphi professors had maintained their share in 
decision-making through normal governance procedures, including tenure, and 
by organizing a union, far from normal at private institutions: it was in fact 
unjustifiable according to the Supreme Court. To take such a step was to rec- 
ognize that shared governance statutes alone could not guarantee the faculty a 
voice in college affairs under existing circumstances. Under Adelphi's exacer- 
bated conditions, the notion that usurpers of the shared governance process 
needed only to be reminded of their transgressions in order to restore it could 
not be sustained. Moreover, as Justice Brennan observed in his Yeshiva dissent, 
the college scene in general had been harmed by the prevalence of business 
ethics within it: the "idealized model of collegial decision-making" had disap- 
peared: "the university of today bears little resemblance to the 'community of 
scholars' of ~esteryear ."~~ Its chief spokesmen enthusiastically hostile to colle- 
giality, Adelphi came to exemplify the willful attack upon the traditional rela- 
tionship, in which case the union represented an important element of protec- 
tion. Under such conditions, the anti-union argument put forth by the trustees 
found no takers outside their circle. 
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Eliciting greater challenge over time on campus, the claims and justifica- 
tions of Diamandopoulos, the trustees, and their supporters, also played out 
poorly in the setting of the Regents hearings. The three-person panel could not 
be pigeonholed as radical or union-dominated. The state Regents body has 
never purported to be a leavening agent in academic relations. Composed of 
people of mildly divergent views, the Board of Regents operated in a state with 
a Republican governor, a Republican Attorney-General, and a Republican- 
dominated Senate. Yet from the latter quarters, the Adelphi trustees and presi- 
dent drew little support: rather they antagonized and insulted conservative state 
officials. As much as they were found to have defied necessary process as 
trustees and university officials, so too did they disdain the process of con- 
ducting the Regents hearings. In sustaining the glaring aggrandizement of 
Diamandopoulos, they clashed with conventional belief in the necessity and 
benefits of hard work and fair play, alienating local clergy and the Republican- 
oriented village press. They became isolated, even in the ostensibly friendly 
surroundings of Long Island's fabled Republican culture. Indeed, the Malver-ne 
Community Times demanded "Diamandopoulos Must Go!" fully nine months 
before the Regents panel convened.R3 

Traditionalism in general did not characterize or explain the 
Diamandopoulos administration, the buttress provided by rightwing thinktanks, 
or the disregard for agreed-upon procedures. Instead, a more grandiose ultra- 
conservatism suffused the board, the administration, and the president's office. 
An attorney's assessment of the Diamandopoulos group is apt: "[Tlhese people 
are really extreme."84 

The Diamandopoulos constituency favored a confrontational style and a 
rightwing course in diverse realms: foreign policy, curricular issues, faculty 
relations. Commencement speakers, Olin Scholars, university administrators, 
guest lecturers, and board members held forth on the menace of Communism, 
on occasions wholly unrelated to such utterance. Meanwhile, the "West" was to 
be put back on its curricular pedestal, with or without due process, multicul- 
turalism was to be excluded or limited, collective bargaining to be discarded 
when the opportunity arose. 

Arbitrariness and corruption are not the exclusive province of any ideolo- 
gy. But in the Adelphi case, the brand of rightwing politics upheld by the vari- 
ous elements of university leadership and backing was interwoven with and 
helped produce scandal. It put a premium on the philosophy of extreme indi- 
vidualism, particularly with respect to achieving "elegance." Trustees in busi- 
ness, Olin professors, and the president himself, phrased self-indulgence in the 
vocabulary of individual rights and freedom of action, elevating the defiance of 
law and procedure to a high principle. 
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Moreover, the president's backers carried greater weight than most within 
society, as former cabinet members, White House advisors, party leaders, 
domestic and foreign policy consultants, corporate executives. His supporters 
were not average Americans with conventional opinions, but rather well-con- 
nected people of an intense conservatism, with the will to violate boundaries in 
their respective realms: and they seem to have been his only followers. They 
were accustomed to controlling situations. Perhaps, this explains the disregard 
for actuality and consequences at Adelphi. In "losing oneself in fantasy" one 
tends to imagine that "one can do what one wishes," that "one's own initiative 
has been set free," making it appear that "everything is easy."85 However influ- 
ential and consistent his support, Diamandopoulos and the board proceeded in 
such a way as to guarantee that their base never grew. Beyond declarations of 
intent and proclamations of success, they did not succeed in imposing their 
"vision" upon Adelphi. 
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